Wayne Ave and Dale Drive
Redesign Concept
A Community-Sourced Solution for a
Safer, Human-scale Streetscape

Premise: The current configuration of Wayne Avenue and the proposed Purple Line (PL) Dale
Drive Station design are potentially UNSAFE. There must be an alternative.
Analysis: Could Wayne Ave and the Dale PL Station be redesigned to improve multimode
travel and form a more “complete street” without seriously impacting traffic flow?
• Wayne Ave is built far beyond its required capacity to a degree that harms rather than helps the
community; as a result the PL station at the Dale Drive intersection is being similarly over-built
•
•
•
•
•

How would changing the streetscape on Wayne reduce road-width, calm traffic and allow safer crossings?
How could reduced travel lanes on Wayne be repurposed to form a more “complete street?”
Could simple modifications be made to better place the Dale Station without modifying the track alignment?
Could reducing excess thru-lanes move the PL boarding platform out of the middle of the traffic lanes?
Could these modifications be both inexpensive and reversible?

Wayne Ave outside of DTSS is a residential street surrounded only by two-lane streets; for a brief stretch in this area, it is four-lanes wide.
Wayne parallels larger roads, but becomes a two-lane road and dead-ends in the neighborhood before reaching another major street
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Overhead view of Wayne east of downtown and west of Sligo Creek Park – the adjacent Cedar St was recently reduced w/bike lanes added
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Wayne Ave runs through a low-density residential neighborhood – single-family homes built between the 1920s and 1940s

Recent redesign of adjacent Cedar St
- Recognizes urbanizing character of the neighborhood and need for safe multi-mode travel
- Success could be easily replicated on Wayne
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Current Streetscape – majority of Wayne has no grass buffer between traffic and sidewalk; vehicles encouraged to speed by ample lanes.
Both the curvation of the road and its steep slope limit visibility in some sections to under 50 feet.
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Proposed, low-cost streetscape redesign – Improved safety for pedestrians, bicyclists, bus riders and motorists on Wayne
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Current Dale Drive Station PL Design –
In response to community pressure, one lane east of Dale reduced;
west of Dale remained unchanged
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Current Dale Drive PL Station Design (Simplified) –
Vastly expanded crossing still considered unsafe by community
•
•
•

•

Station located amid traffic lanes in “pedestrian refuge”
Crossings from neighborhood to elementary/middle
schools increased to 6 and 7 lanes wide
Multiple lanes at intersection
• 1 x thru
• 1 x right turn/thru
• 1 x left turn
Train comingles and merges with traffic variously from
platform
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Alternative Design – removal of one thru lane
reduces over a third of crossing distance
•
•
•

•

PL Stations located adjacent to sidewalks, separate from
traffic lanes
Crossing effectively 4 lanes wide (current width maintained)
Multiple lanes at intersection
• 1 x thru
• 1 x right turn
• 1 x left turn
Traffic safely bypasses train at station platform
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•

MINIMAL CHANGES TO CURRENT DESIGN –
track alignment does not change
ORIGINAL DESIGN EMBEDDED - Green shaded
land reserved for potential future growth
Retained land can be repurposed for bike
lanes/parking

Alternative Design – true multi-use streetscape
with no impact on school crossing
•
•
•
•

Retained land potentially repurposed as protected bike lanes,
bus pull-outs, station platforms and residential parking.
Maintains residential character of neighborhood street and a
non-intimidating crossing for children.
Boardings at station made safer by removing platforms from
middle of the street.
Safety improvements for *all* modes of transportation
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• What if Wayne/Dale are rezoned for commercial or high-density residential in the coming
decades?
• Simple/inexpensive restriping of excess lanes to add a protected bike path and parking would allow retention of the
current road width that would be entirely reversible to meet unforeseen future needs.
• The footprint of the original PL station design could similarly be “reserved” for potential future growth – the
proposed alternative would be built “on top of” the current design and track alignment.
• Unless and until the neighborhood experiences truly dramatic change, these areas serve as a safety buffer for
pedestrians, cyclists, bus/train commuters and drivers.

Conclusion: Wayne Ave can be redesigned (cheaply) to dramatically improve public safety;
further, the Dale PL Station can be redesigned without changing the current track alignment.

Both recommended changes would be entirely reversible, if necessary, in future decades.
• What other simple mitigations along Wayne Ave would further increase pedestrian safety?
• The Federal Highway Administration agrees, recommending “road diets” in similar situations“Why consider a Road Diet? Four-lane
undivided highways experience relatively
high crash frequencies… resulting in conflicts
between high-speed through traffic, leftturning vehicles and other road users.”
https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/road_diets/

How bad is driver behavior on Wayne?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXaAu7RYSvE

